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IrrigationNets Whitepaper
Management Summary
Energy sufficiency, water availability and climate change are humanity’s greatest challenges.
Each problem on its own is difficult to solve. But if you think sideways and take inspiration from
nature these problems can solve one another.
Our IrrigationNets use seawater to cool solar power plants so they produce 12% more
electricity. Large amounts of salt-free humidity are thereby released into the environment. This
enables farmers nearby to increase yields by up to 30%.
This makes IrrigationNets the first investment-free and operating cost-free seawater
desalination and irrigation solution.

Salt-free
S
Seawater Cooling
A standard low-cost but highly effective material builds the core of our salt-free-output
seawater machine. Our system costs less than 1/10 of any comparable cooling system to
install and about 1/100 to run.
With our method, we produce millions of liters of fresh water in the form of cold, clean, saltfree, humid air with 99% humidity on a daily basis and distribute it via the air over an area of
thousands of square kilometers.
We will replace the cooling and humidity of several million trees.
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Additional Electricity Yield
Polycrystalline solar modules can reach temperatures of over 90°C in desert climates.
As a result, the modules lose up to 20% of their output.
So far, there is no other cooling solution with seawater desalination. The only cost efficient PVcooling solution is a freshwater spray system. All other solutions need a technical device at the
backside of the PV-modules. None of these solutions are cost effective.
Through our air-cooling system, solar plant output in this type of environment can be increased
by up to 18% without design changes and without impacting the warranty of the modules.
The energy demand of the cooling device is only 6% of the additional generated power.
The total additional output is 12%.
There are many areas where farmers are facing drought problems or seawater intrusion to the
groundwater. The PV-Solar power investor will get the land for free and 1/5 of the additional
farmers’ income.
This cooled solar power investment is 30% better than a classic solar power project!

Free of Charge Irrigation
Construction 0.5 M€
230 MW Cooling
4,000,000 L Moisture / day
270 Mm3 Cold wet air / day

10 MW

Free use of land
generates 10% savings
for PV investor

Construction 10 Mio. €
Air cooling increases
power by up to 10%
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Additional Agricultural Yields
Climat change is bringing higher temperatures and falling precipitation levels, both impacting
Climate
agriculture in already dry regions. Yields have been declining steadily for many years.
The losses in yield are between 50% and 100%. Through a better microclimate with lower
temperatures and higher humidity, as well as increased quantities of morning dew, yields can
be increased again by at least 30%. But there are locations with much more potential.
Better yield factor of 5-10 can be reached.
But how is this possible?
Agriculture with critical amounts of water has very low yield. Small differences in the amount of
water can have a big impact there, because there are boundary effects in plant growth.
This is one reason, why Sudan is only producing 1/15 of Turkey’s Sorghum/hectare.
This is the reason, why a cattle farm in Australia of 60,000 hectares only feeds 5,000 cattle.

You can clearly see this effect in this dry farming project (2016 Mallorca). Just small
differences in ground moisture have a big effect on plant development. Supporting the plants
with lower temperatures, more air moisture and additional amounts of morning dew, will
greatly impact plant development. We call this new type of dry-farming: Supported dry-farming.
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Land Value Enhancement
An Australian farmer takes care of 5,000 cattle on his 60,000 hectare farm. This is a not uncommon situation in Australia. The land is very dry. It is nearly a desert and the cattle has to
walk long distances every day to find enough grass.
This is because the grass has to live from morning dew most time of the year. We will increase
the amounts of morning dew in a very large area. Every day, there will be additional 4,000,000
liters spread in an area of thousands square kilometers by the wind and 270,000,000 m3 of
cold wet air.
In 2018, a lot of farmers are forced to make emergency sales due to the drought.
With an IrrigationNets system, the farmers will be able to supply more than 150,000 cattle on
the same farm, even during droughts. This will increase the value of the land.
A farmer only needs to provide 5 hectares (from 60,000 hectares) for the seawater cooled
solar power plant and 1/5 of his additional turnover to the solar power investor.

Potential in Pasture Farming

Australia 2017:

Australia 2018:

5000 cattle on 60.000 hectares

drought of the century
and emergency sales

(https://www.agrarheute.com/landundforst/betrieb-familie/jungle/praktikum-australien-60000-hektar-5000-rinder-540465 )

150,000 cattle on 60,000 hectares in the future

Becomes possible through IrrigationNets!
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